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Power efficiency is one of the most important design goals in a system ranging from portable 

applications for longer battery life to Grid-scale applications to go green. Traditionally, power 

efficiency has been dealt with minimization of power consumption of consumers such as power 

saving from microprocessors, memory devices, communication interface, display systems, and 

so forth. However, power efficiency in providers such as Grid, batteries, renewable power 

sources, fuel cells, power converters, etc., significantly impact on the whole system energy 

efficiency.  

 

This tutorial emphasizes the importance of the power sources for portable to grid-connected 

systems. This tutorial consists of three parts: smart Grid design and optimization, battery 

modeling, and hybrid electrical energy storage systems.  

 

In fact, electronics design automation (EDA) has profound systematic modeling, design, 

optimization, verification methodologies. Most importantly, system-level design quality will 

completely differentiate the whole power system performance. Power Grid, battery and energy 

storage have led by mostly non-EDA research groups. We hope this tutorial will help EDA 

research groups expand their interest and contribute to energy efficiency optimization of scalable 

power sources. 

  
Topic 1: Smart Grid System Design and Its Optimization – From a Point of 

View of System Level Design (by Ittetsu Taniguchi) 

  
Smart grid system is one of big challenges for future sustainable society, and various research 

activities are strongly accelerated all over the world. In this talk, various smart grid challenges 

are summarized first, and their design and optimization is discussed from a point of view of 

system level design. Then a practical smart grid named “i-Rene (Inter Renewable Energy 

Network)” is introduced. i-Rene is decentralized autonomous smart grid system researched by 

Ritsumeikan University, and it is based on electrical power interchange with machine learning 

technology. In order to realize such smart grid system, various difficulties exist. We finally 

discuss underlying design problems and their optimization. 
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Topic 2: Survey of Battery Modeling and Simulation (by Masahiro Fukui) 

  
Battery is a key component for portable systems, electric vehicles, and smart-grids.  High energy 

density, quick charge, long life, low cost, and high reliability are required.  However, it is 

sensitive to the environment of temperature, state of charge, charge/discharge speed, and so on. 

 Furthermore, most the characteristic data are under the veil, due to the hard competition of R&D 

in the industry.  The tutorial session, first, summarizes the chemical and electrical characteristics 

of typical types of batteries.  Then, we move to recent approaches to the battery modeling and 

simulation.  Hints for optimization of typical usage are also discussed. 
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and IEEE. 

  

  

  
Topic 3: Hybrid Electrical Energy Storage (HEES) Systems (by Naehyuck 

Chang) 

  
Electrical energy is a high-quality form of energy in the sense that it can be easily and efficiently 

converted into other forms of energy, and furthermore it can be used to control other forms of 

energy. Unfortunately, electricity supply and demand are typically not balanced with each other. 

Storage of excessive energy and compensation of the energy shortage can significantly mitigate 

the over-investment in the generation facilities.  

 

Like memory devices, no single type of electrical energy storage (EES) element can fulfill all the 

desirable requirements. Despite active research on the new EES technologies, it is not likely to 

have an ultimate high-efficiency, high- power/energy capacity, low-cost, and long-cycle life EES 

element in the near future. We propose an hybrid electrical energy storage (HEES) system that 

consists of two or more heterogeneous EES elements, thereby realizing the advantages of each 

EES element while hiding their weaknesses. 

  

Compared with the conventional homogeneous EES systems, HEES systems provide high output 

power and energy density as well as high power conversion efficiency and low self-discharge at 

a low capital cost. Cycle efficiency of a HEES system, which is defined as the ratio of energy 

which is delivered by the HEES system to the load device to energy which is supplied by the 



 

 

power source to the HEES system, is one of the most important factors in determining the overall 

operational cost of the system.  

  

We formulate the HEES management problems and project them into computer memory system 

design and management. We break the HEES management problems into charge allocation into 

different banks of EES elements, charge replacement (i.e., discharge) from different banks of 

EES elements, and charge migration from one bank to another bank of EES elements. Even a 

hybrid EES system cannot achieve high cycle efficiency if their storage banks have a fixed 

power and voltage rating because the optimal power capacity and voltage rating varies by the 

application and the state of charge (SoC) of the storage bank. Bank reconfiguration dynamically 

changes the array structure of an EES bank and maximizes the efficiency.  

  

In this talk, we start from introduction to the concept of HEES systems including EES element 

characteristics and power converter characteristics. The main body of this talk is charge 

allocation, migration, optimization, and bank reconfiguration. The HEES research is recently 

brought up, and thus there are a lot of important open problems. We will conclude this talk with 

remarks on the future work. 
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